
VERHAW IT
CASE STUDY
Verhaw IT, an IT service provider, innovates its business model and achieves growth by 
partnering with SoftwareONE’s ONEClub program. 

Verhaw IT, an IT service provider, was looking for a partner that could help them create an innovative cloud-based 
business model to serve its customers and support their digital transformation quickly and practically.



Summary 
Verhaw IT acts as a hosting provider for companies 
across Brazil, offering customers different IT solutions 
and services. The last decade has seen significant 
changes in IT, both for suppliers and customers. With 
the development in technology, visibility and delivery 
have been enhanced for customers. As a result, their 
demands and expectations have increased with 
transparency, delivery times, and response times. 
The growing IT sector in Brazil also demands great 
responsibility in updating the portfolio of offerings and 
it was with this question that Verhaw IT reached its 
turning point at the crossroads: how can they continue 
to grow and innovate in an extremely competitive 
market?

Verhaw IT's customers are distributed throughout the 
country and have become accustomed to a fast and 
effective service because of the company’s existing 
offerings, ultimately raising the stakes even higher. 
Looking to make its business model future-proof 
by moving to the cloud, the company joined the 
ONEClub program in 2019. Using ONEClub’s advisory 
and best practices, Verhaw IT could complete the 
Microsoft Azure migration on its own which led to 
a changed business model. With this new model, 
Verhaw IT was able to expand its portfolio to cloud 
services, based on Microsoft technology, and to create 
new and more flexible, innovative, and tailored offers 
for its customers. Moreover, the new model enabled 
Verhaw IT to develop “Verhaw Tech” which is an online 
application to provide remote technical support.

The Challenge
Over the years, the IT market has become more 
competitive and fast-paced. Verhaw IT needed to 
transform its business model to provide its customers 
with a more flexible, scalable, and broader services and 
solutions portfolio covering cloud and hybrid solution 
scenarios to meet demands. 

For Verhaw IT to increase business growth and 
introduce new revenue streams, they wished to 
position themselves as a hosting partner of cloud 
and hybrid services and solutions. Verhaw IT knew 
that they had to undergo a digital transformation 
before they could provide customers with cloud-
based offers and help them with their transformation. 
The company began to focus on cloud technology, 
in particular on Microsoft Azure. However, they 
found that they lacked the experience and expertise 
to move to Azure on its own. “We chose to work 
alongside SoftwareONE because, even though our 
technical team is very good, it was our first “move 
to the cloud” project. So, we felt a bit safer working 
with SoftwareONE, said Rodrigo Reis, IT Manager, 
Verhaw IT. “Our policy is to first create, test, and 
deploy internally, and then take it to our customers,” 
added Sérgio Luís Rosa, CEO, Verhaw IT. (Source: 
SoftwareONE Verhaw IT Video Story)

At the same time, Verhaw IT’s customer profile shifted 
to medium-sized to small-sized companies that don’t 
need large physical data centers and local solutions. 
This meant the biggest challenge was coming up 
with a business model that could serve these new 
customers, support their expansions, and support 
their business transformation quickly and practically.About the Customer

Verhaw IT started in the Brazilian market during 
2009 when IT&C (Information and Communication 
Technology) Infrastructure and Outsourcing solutions 
were in full expansion. In the last 10 years, the 
company, headquartered in São José do Rio Preto, 
with a branch in São Paulo, managed more than 
10 thousand assets, including desktops, notebooks, 
servers, CCTV, and network assets. 

Verhaw IT offers an integrated portfolio of cloud 
and hybrid offerings that its customers can rent or 
use monthly, including physical hardware, support 
services, applications, workloads, and IT infrastructure.

Verhaw IT Expands Its Customer Services 
by Partnering with ONEClub Program 
SoftwareONE’s ONEClub program enabled Verhaw IT to expand its service 
portfolio to cloud services from Microsoft and to create flexible, innovative, 
and tailored offers to support their customer’s digital transformation. 

“Our partnership with 
SoftwareONE and the 
ONEClub program has 
been extremely important 
for us to be able to start 
our digital transformation, 
and to be able to take 
this transformation to our 
customers.”

Sérgio Luís Rosa,  
CEO, Verhaw IT

https://youtu.be/gtbN5tqZVuo


“Hybrid on-premises solutions with the cloud is a reality and 
our partners must be ready for this transformation, and where 
SoftwareONE's ONEClub can be the first step to this journey. We 
are experiencing an excellent moment in our partner recruitment 
effort in 14 countries. We have the benefit of sharing their 
experiences and global best practices with local businesses.”

“The partnership is being differential at the moment due to the 
support in structuring the business model for Microsoft Azure and 
Office 365 services, team training, and financial incentives (PoC 
Azure). This new perspective was fundamental to reposition us in 
the market. The equipment rental business tends to decrease in 
the coming years and with SoftwareONE's support, we reinvented 
ourselves so as not to lose market share.”

Rodrigo Eleotério, Partner Business Manager, SoftwareONE

Gustavo Arroyo, President, Verhaw IT

The Solution
In 2010, the company closed a commercial partnership with SoftwareONE. The trust that has been built between 
SoftwareONE and Verhaw IT for the past decade led them to join the ONEClub program in 2019. With ONEClub’s 
advisory and best practices, Verhaw IT was able to transition to the Azure cloud and expand its portfolio to cloud 
services, and to create more flexible, and innovative offers for its customers. The cloud migration paved the way for 
Verhaw IT’s digital transformation and new business mode, innovatively impacting results in recent years. 

ONEClub has already helped more than 3,500 partners like Verhaw IT. The program allows SoftwareONE to deliver 
professional services, cloud software sales, support, managed services, and platform to a network of partners, who 
in turn can market, sell, invoice, and manage the cloud solutions for their customers. 

Although Verhaw IT’s technical team has enough experience to digitally transform its portfolio, they realized it was 
their first project so they chose to work alongside SoftwareONE. Verhaw IT was able to migrate its infrastructure 
to the Azure cloud most efficiently and effectively using SoftwareONE’s best practices and advisory. In doing so, 
the company can expand its portfolio by scaling, building, and selling cloud solutions. Additionally, SoftwareONE 
helped the company expand its portfolio to create customer-oriented new cloud-based offers and bundles for its 
customers. These bundles include rental service, e.g. for physical laptops, O365 subscription for O365 workloads, 
support services, and flexible use and payment monthly.

To better serve micro- and small sized businesses, Verhaw IT developed “Verhaw Tech”, an online application 
offering remote technical support to businesses who have limited or no resources for managing their own IT.

Sérgio Luís Rosa, CEO, Verhaw IT



Benefits and Outcomes

Increased Revenue: Two contracts within the new business model generated $500,000 
in annual income in 2019. Inside this new model, 60 percent of the growth expected by 
Verhaw IT is credited to ONEClub.

Expand Business Growth: Verhaw IT was present in more than 800 municipalities across 
Brazil, and now, through the partnership with SoftwareONE ONEClub Program, these cloud 
services have no barriers. Verhaw IT can now serve customers all over the country.

Expand Service Capabilities: Verhaw IT was able to transition its infrastructure to Azure 
and extend its offers and services from on-premises to the cloud. As a result, Verhaw IT 
offers its customers flexibility in payment and use as well as the ability to quickly scale 
customer’s infrastructure.

Strengthen Customer Relationships: Verhaw IT leverages SoftwareONE’s partner network 
in Brazil to extend its business offers to reach out to new markets and to expand its 
customer base.

Maintain Compliance and Cost Control: With PyraCloud, Verhaw IT receives regular 
reporting and insights of its SPLA agreements which ease the management effort for 
Verhaw IT, providing transparency and an up-to-date overview of licenses which also 
ensures compliance and cost control.

Increased Flexibility and Tailored Offers: Verhaw IT joined ONEClub CSP Indirect program. 
By working as a CSP reseller, Verhaw IT was able to expand its cloud services to create new, 
more flexible and customized offers.
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Find out more at  
www.softwareone.com

or speak to one of our experts now:
SoftwareONE Brasil 
T. +55(11) 3796-5020
E. marketing.br@softwareone.com
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